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Focus Industries, Inc. presents a distinguished collection of sconces 

meticulously crafted from premium aluminum, brass, and copper materials. 

Our sconces boast an exquisite fusion of form and function, elevating your 

lighting projects with a touch of sophistication.
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Focus Industries specializes in crafting bespoke illuminated 

sconces, available in both plasma cut and vinyl printed 

variations. These sconces serve as the ideal enhancement 

for your distinctive lighting projects. Our capabilities extend 

to replicating corporate logos, trademarks, and a diverse 

array of aesthetically pleasing designs.

Our plasma cut models leverage cutting-edge technology, 

employing a state-of-the-art plasma cutter to intricately 

etch your design directly into the base material. 

Complementing this precision, we offer customization 

options, allowing you to choose your preferred LED light 

source and color finish, resulting in a one-of-a-kind, tailor-

made product.

For our vinyl models, we utilize an eight-color printer to 

achieve the utmost accuracy in color matching. The prints 

are executed on robust 8mm vinyl, specially designed to 

resist fading and adverse weather conditions. To further 

fortify the prints, a protective lamination layer is added. Our 

commitment to quality is underscored by a fade resistance 

guarantee of up to 5 years for all vinyl prints.
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Custom Sconce
Foster Towers-Hawaii

Custom Sconce
Orange Tree Resort-Arizona



Custom Plasma 
Sconce Samples
Whether you prefer the sleek modernity of aluminum, the timeless 

elegance of brass, or the rustic charm of copper, our sconces not 

only exemplify exceptional craftsmanship but also offer durability and 

longevity. Explore the possibilities of personalized illumination with 

Focus Industries, where every sconce is a testament to our commitment 

to quality and design excellence.



Introducing Focus Industries, Inc.’s innovative 

Cube Sconces, a cutting-edge lighting solution 

that seamlessly marries form and function. 

Our new Cube Sconces feature a custom front 

plate, providing a canvas for unique design 

options through precision plasma cutting. This 

customization allows for an unparalleled level of 

personalization, ensuring that each sconce aligns 

seamlessly with the design aesthetics of any 

environment. Whether you seek a contemporary, 

minimalist look or a more intricate and ornate 

design, our Cube Sconces deliver both versatility 

and sophistication. Elevate your space with these 

thoughtfully designed lighting fixtures that 

embody Focus Industries’ commitment to pushing 

the boundaries of lighting design.
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Discover the epitome of personalized illumination with Focus Industries, Inc.’s 

custom vinyl printed sconces. Tailored to meet the unique design preferences of 

your business or home, these sconces offer a canvas for creativity. Our advanced 

eight-color printing technology ensures the most accurate color matching, allowing 

you to bring your vision to life with precision. Crafted on heavy-duty 8mm fade and 

weather-resistant vinyl, each sconce is a durable masterpiece, further fortified 

by a protective laminate layer. Whether you desire to showcase corporate logos, 

trademarks, or intricate designs, our custom vinyl printed sconces effortlessly 

integrate artistic flair into your space, reflecting Focus Industries’ commitment to 

both functionality and aesthetic excellence.

Custom Vinyl 
Sconce Samples



Vinyl prints are not only fade-resistant for up to 5 

years but also weather-resistant, ensuring enduring 

beauty in both indoor and outdoor settings. 

Custom sconces effortlessly blend artistic 

expression with functional elegance, transforming 

any space into a captivating showcase of 

individuality. 

 

Our specialized approach combines innovative 

design with cutting-edge technology, allowing 

you to imprint unique patterns, logos, or intricate 

designs onto high-quality 8mm vinyl.

Why  
Vinyl?

Custom Sconce
Kona Brewing Co.-Hawaii

Custom Sconce
Famous Daves.-California
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Custom Sconce
Mililani Town center -Hawaii


